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Prioritizing	Training	During	Race	Season	

	
Key	Terms	
	

! Intensity	–	how	hard	you	are	working	in	a	session	
! Volume	–	How	much	distance	you	have	completed	
! Frequency	–	How	often	you	complete	the	training/racing	
! Duration	–	Length	of	time	of	a	session	
! Race	Specific	–	combination	of	intensity,	volume	and/or	duration	that	

mimics	what	will	be	experienced	in	racing	
! Race	Preparation	Period	–	last	3	to	12	weeks	before	most	important	race	of	

season.	Focus	is	on	race	specific	intensity	sessions	as	well	as	developing	and	
refining	skills	required	for	racing	(sighting,	drafting,	transitions,	race	
simulations,	using	race	gear	and	nutrition,	etc.)		

! Taper	–	refers	to	a	period	in	training	prior	to	a	race	were	the	relative	volume	
and	intensity	decreases	in	order	to	allow	the	body	to	recover	while	keeping	
race	specific	skills	sharp	

! Recovery	session	–	low	volume	and	intensity	session	(short	and	easy)	to	
help	improve	recovery	time	without	adding	extra	stress	to	the	body	

	
5	Why’s	Exercise	
	
The	idea	is	that	you	answer	a	series	of	5	questions	to	figure	out	the	TRUE	root	of	
your	motivation	train,	complete,	and	race	a	triathlon...	
	
Here	is	an	example,	please	complete	your	own:	
	
1.Why	do	I	want	to	complete	“X”	Triathlon?	
						Because	I	want	to	complete	a	70.3	in	June	
	
2.	Why	do	I	want	to	complete	a	70.3	in	June?	
Because	I	like	to	challenge	myself	and	I	feel	like	this	is	the	next	challenge	I	would	
like	to	take	in	endurance	sport.	

	
3.	Why	do	I	like	to	challenge	myself?	
Because	then	I'll	feel	good	about	myself	and	have	a	strong	sense	of	
accomplishment.	

	
4.	Why	do	I	want	to	feel	good	about	myself	and	have	a	sense	of	
accomplishment?	
Because	I’ve	always	struggled	with	self	confidence	and	completing	these	races	
makes	me	feel	assertive	and	confident	
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5.	Why	do	I	want	to	be	more	assertive	and	confident?	
				Because	then	I'll	be	in	control	and	will	be	better	able	to	get	what	I	want	out	of	life.	
	
Evening	Ritual	for	Better	Sleep:	
	
This	system	helps	you	get	to	bed	on	time,	sleep	better,	and	wake	up	the	
next	morning	well	rested	and	ready	for	battle.	

! 10	hours	before	bed	–	No	more	caffeine.	
! 3	hours	before	bed	–	No	more	food	or	alcohol.	
! 2	hours	before	bed	–	No	more	work.	
! 1	hour	before	bed	–	No	more	screen	time	(turn	off	all	phones,	TVs	and	

computers).	
! 0	–	The	number	of	times	you	will	hit	the	snooze	button	in	the	morning.	

Stop	drinking	all	caffeinated	beverages	ten	hours	before	bed.	This	is	generally	the	
amount	of	time	required	for	your	body	to	clear	it	from	the	bloodstream	and	
eliminate	its	stimulatory	effects.	
	
Finish	eating	big	meals	and	drinking	alcohol	three	hours	before	bed.	This	will	help	
you	avoid	heartburn	(gastric	reflux)	and	interrupted	sleep.	Alcohol	might	make	you	
feel	sleepy,	but	it	impairs	your	natural	sleep	cycle	and	interrupts	valuable	deep	
sleep.	
	
End	all	work-related	activities	two	hours	before	bed.	No	more	taking	phone	calls,	
checking	emails,	reading	reports,	or	thinking	about	tomorrow.	
	
If	you	struggle	to	find	the	“off	button”	for	your	brain,	I	can	relate.	But	at	the	end	of	
your	day,	in	order	to	enjoy	uninterrupted	time	with	family,	in	order	to	be	present	
for	your	children,	in	order	to	forget	about	work	problems,	tasks	that	didn’t	get	done,	
or	items	that	need	to	get	completed	first	thing	in	the	morning,	you	need	to	do	a	
Brain	Dump.	It’s	a	simple	solution	that	takes	five	minutes	and	requires	nothing	more	
than	a	blank	piece	of	paper	and	a	pen.	
	
Take	action	and	let	me	know	how	it	goes.	
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Test	Driving	Your	Training	Protocol	
Before	you	next	training	session	ask	yourself	-	“How	do	I	feel?”		
	
Now	based	on	your	answer	you	can	make	some	decisions	are	how	to	proceed	with	
your	next	session:	

• If	you	feel	good	proceed	as	the	session	requires	
• If	you	feel	off	(very	tired	or	stressed)	–	do	the	warm	up	and	then	see	how	you	

feel	and	adjust	as	suggested	below:		
• If	you	feel	better	proceed	with	the	session	as	planned	
• If	you	feel	the	same,	do	the	first	part	of	the	main	set	(e.g.,	first	10	mins	

of	main	set)	and	if	you	don’t	feel	better,	make	the	session	a	low	
stress/easy	effort	session	

• If	you	feel	worse	time	to	just	call	it	a	day	(some	light	stretching	and	
deep	breathing	exercises	can	help	decrease	stress	and	improve	
mood).		

	
Simple	and	effective	way	to	manage	your	stress	and	get	the	most	out	of	your	
training.	
	
Know	your	Training	Zones	to	Nail	“Intent”	of	the	Session	

Name Intent Perceived Effort - How the effort feels 
(Scale 1= Really Easy 10= Absolute max effort) 

1.Easy Ø Long easy 
efforts 

Ø Easy recovery 
sessions 

Ø Warm up/cool 
down 

Ø Recovery 
between 
intervals 

1-3/10 – very easy, could go all day at this effort. Swim 
should feel like relaxed strokes, easy smooth cadence on 
the bike, nice relaxed jog on the run. Easily carry on a 
conversation at this effort. Can breathe only through nose 
and still breathe comfortably. Recovery. 

2.Moderate Ø Important for 
building 
essential 
endurance 
needed for 
events 

4-5/10 – comfortable effort and feel like you are pushing 
the effort a little. You put forth a little more strength in 
your swim and pedal stroke,  and stride while running but 
does not feel hard. During the swim you should feel that 
you are recovered after 10sec, you could bike for hours 
at this effort, and run comfortably for a few hours. 
Ironman 

3.Moderate 
Hard 

Ø Building 
muscular 
endurance = 
ability to 
hold strong 
steady effort 
for extended 
intervals 

6-7/10 – strong sustainable effort but no where near 
breathless. Your breathing is somewhat laboured and 
you can answer questions but don’t feel like initiating the 
conversation. You need to focus on the effort but are not 
pushing so hard you need to back off – nor do you feel 
like you would want to push it much harder, either. 70.3 
Effort 
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4. Hard Ø Increase the 
power/pace 
you can hold 
for an 
extended 
period 

8-9/10 – very strong but sustainable effort. This is hard 
but but there is a little left in the tank so it’s not all out. 
Can still say a few words but really don’t feel like talking 
because you are so focused on your effort.  It feels 
similar to the pain of race pace in shorter triathlon races, 
Olympic, Sprint. 

5. Fast Ø Develop ability 
to hold form 
at high 
outputs, 
improve 
efficiency of 
movement 

9.5/10 – Never an intensity where you cannot maintain 
form. Must be short intervals with full recovery. No 
conversation focused on the task at hand.  Short sprints 
in swim and bike. When running never run intervals faster 
than 95% effort (i.e., strides)- limited benefit and the risk 
of injury is high. 


